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I am the palaeontology

technician at the Redpath Museum.

My main interest at the museum is to

provide the public access to learning

about the natural world, past and

present. While most of the people in

my field have a degree in fine arts, I

studied environmental and wildlife management at the junior college level. I had

always wanted to work in public attractions involving animals but never dared think

of working with dinosaurs, especially in Montreal. When I saw the posting for this

job, I jumped at the opportunity. I continue to learn as I go along by attending

workshops on subjects like glues, moulding, and casting materials. Visiting other

facilities is another means of getting information.

The pieces of Sara’s skull were discovered in May 2006. Within a few weeks I

started to remove the matrix (rock) and fit the fragments together. With well over

400 pieces, it was like a huge 3-D jigsaw puzzle with no picture on the box — and

pieces missing for an extra challenge. This reassembly work required a great deal

of time and patience: it was done entirely by hand and without the use of

computers. Fortunately, there are many distinctive markings that helped in

matching the fragments together. Looking at various drawings of skulls also helped

greatly, as did countless volunteers.

The lower jaw was the easiest to assemble. It was found in beautiful condition and

in a several large pieces. The frill was the most difficult and the most interesting. I

think it was the size of the frill and imagining an animal so large that is what struck

me the most. I used callipers to measure the different thicknesses in the frill.

Several types of adhesives are used for piecing fossils together: cyanoacrylate

(crazy glue), B-72 (a specialized glue commonly used in museums), putty, epoxy,

and mixtures of sand and glue to fill in large gaps.

Our Triceratops was originally called 516-G, but that does not sound very public-

friendly, so in the tradition of many households where the children choose the pet’s

name, I let my son have the honour of naming the Triceratops. He loved the movie

The Land Before Time in which the Triceratops is called Cera, so he gave 516-G a

new name: Sara.

Dr. Hans Larsson

I was drawn to palaeontology as

a career by my interest in dinosaurs which I

have had since I was 5 years old. A university

education in biology, some geology, a strong

interest in interdisciplinary research, and

experience in the outdoors prepared me for

my job. Now I am a vertebrate

palaeontologist, Associate Professor at the

Redpath Museum, and the Canada Research

Chair in Macroevolution. The courses I teach

include Animal Diversity, Vertebrate

Evolution, Developmental Evolution, and the

Vertebrate Palaeontology field course.

The first pieces of Sara, parts of her frill, were

found along a hillside by a student in the field

course. There was enough of it there to warrant a closer look, so we dug out about

8 tons of overlying rock in 2 days. We then continued more slowly at the bone

horizon and collected intact portions of her skull, mapping each piece in place, for a

total of about 5 days’ work. All the small pieces were collected in aluminum foil and

bags, and the larger pieces were jacketed in plaster of Paris, hauled out by hand,

and shipped to McGill for preparation.

The only part of Sara that we found is the skull. Heads are usually one of the first

parts to become separated from the body during decay. Very often we only find

single parts of skeletons. More rarely, we find headless bodies, and sometimes

bodiless heads. And even rarer are complete skeletons. In the same area where

we found Sara, we also found parts of T.rexes, including part of a very juvenile

skull, a partial juvenile duckbilled dinosaur, a partial Thescelosaur (small bipedal

herbivore), and parts of crocodiles, turtles, lizards, salamanders, fishes and plants.

My long-term goal for the Redpath Museum and McGill University is to introduce

dinosaurs and their contemporaries into the museum in a much larger way so as to

foster a stronger public interest in the museum. A dream of mine would be to

expand the museum's public gallery to showcase Canada's modern and extinct

biological diversity and our geology. My long-term research goals are to integrate

research on the evolution of biodiversity with research on the evolution of the

genetic, developmental, and anatomical changes that occurred during evolutionary

transitions of the prehistoric past, such as the transitions from fishes to amphibians

and from dinosaurs to birds that are my particular interest.




